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A private eye who has amnesia must go to court about a kingpin’s murder.

Director: Mick Jackson
Writer: Robert King
Stars: Dana Carvey, Valeria Golino, James Earl Jones

Opportunity Knocks (1990)

Eddie and Lou are a couple of two-bit con men on the lam from a loan shark. They hide out in someone’s house and they hear on the answering machine that (A) the owner of the house is out of... See full summary »

Opportunity Knocks

Director: Donald Petrie
Stars: Dana Carvey, Robert Loggia,...
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Valeria Golino ... Sarah Novak / Beth Holly
James Earl Jones ... John Dolby
Kevin Pollak ... Rosenheim
Michael Gambon ... Cornell
Michael Murphy ... Dr. Doover
Jayne Brook ... Paula
Vyto Ruginis ... Hendrix
Olivia d'Abo ... Judy
Angela Paton ... Shirley Pogue
Mark Bringelson ... Bodyguard #1
Christopher Meloni ... Bodyguard #2
Timothy Scott ... Stanley (as Tim Scott)
Gailard Sartain ... Judge Block
Robert Wisdom ... Mort

Storyline
Pogue is a private eye with a problem: every morning when he wakes up, he has total amnesia, waking up with a 'blank slate'. Since he is in the middle of a hot investigation and has a developing romance, this is less than convenient.

Written by Reid Gagle

Plot Summary | Add Synopsis
Plot Keywords: amnesia | consciousness | pantyhose | detective | anterograde amnesia
Taglines: It's a day he'll never forget... until tomorrow.
Genres: Comedy | Mystery

Motion Picture Rating (MPAA)
Rated PG-13 for language

Details
Country: USA
Language: English
Release Date: 6 May 1994 (USA)
Also Known As: Trou de mémoire
Filming Locations: Los Angeles, California, USA

Box Office
Gross: $7,503,192 (USA)

Company Credits
Production Co: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (MGM), Zanuck Company, The
Technical Specs
Runtime: 107 min
Sound Mix: Dolby
Color: Color
Aspect Ratio: 1.85 : 1
See full technical specs »

Did You Know?
Trivia
James Earl Jones and Olivia D’Abo both starred in the "Conan" films starring Arnold Schwarzenegger. See more »

Goofs
Pogue's dog, Baby, has an eye-patch over his right eye. It is stated that as a result, the dog has a depth perception problem. While this could be true, the problem manifests itself not as depth perception, but in moving towards things to the left of where they actually are. See more »

Connections
Features Commando (1985) See more »

Soundtracks
WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT LOVE
Words and Music by Mack Gordon and Harry Revel
See more »

Frequently Asked Questions
This FAQ is empty. Add the first question.

User Reviews
Truly an underrated film...
16 February 2003 | by all-knowing1 (Waco, TX) – See all my reviews

I loved Clean Slate, very funny movie. I know the critics weren't too crazy about it, but I love it! This film and it's lead actor Dana Carvey, deserve more respect. Though his movies may not be great(with the exception of Wayne's World 1 and 2) he is a very talented comedian. I give this film 4 stars****

9 of 15 people found this review helpful. Was this review helpful to you? Yes No

Review this title | See all 20 user reviews »
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Discuss Clean Slate (1994) on the IMDb message boards »
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